The role of variability in non-native perceptual learning of a Japanese geminate-singleton fricative contrast
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Abstract

The current study reports the enhancing effect of a high variability training procedure in the learning of a Japanese geminate-singleton fricative contrast. Dutch natives took part in a five-day training procedure in which they identified geminate and singleton variants of the Japanese fricative /s/. They heard either many repetitions of a limited set of words recorded by a single speaker (simple training) or fewer repetitions of a more variable set of words recorded by multiple speakers (variable training). Pre-post identification evaluations and a transfer test indicated clear benefits of the variable training.

Index Terms: Japanese fricatives, geminates, non-native speech learning, variability in training

1. Introduction

Learning to perceive a novel phonetic category as an adult is not very easy, yet it is one of the essential skills required when mastering a foreign language. Formation of perceptual categories is known to depend on the statistical information in training materials [1]. Furthermore, variability in training materials seems to play a crucial role in the formation of more robust perceptual categories. This has been demonstrated in the discrimination of, e.g., English /r/ and /l/ by Japanese native speakers [2], Mandarin tones by English native speakers [3], and vowel length contrasts in Japanese by English speakers [4]. One of the possible underlying causes of this effect is an improved ability to generalize phonetic categories after exposure to a range of acoustic cues [2]. The current study investigates whether this effect extends to another situation, namely, Dutch natives’ perception of a Japanese geminate-singleton fricative contrast.

Perceptual segmentation by Japanese natives does not always correspond to that by non-Japanese natives because Japanese natives segment speech into morae [5], whereas speakers of most other languages, including Dutch, do not [6]. This difference can lead to substantial segmentation differences, especially when a word contains special moraic features. One such case is the moraic obstruent /Q/ that occurs in geminated consonants [7]. For example, Japanese natives segment the word /sasu/ (“infer”) into three morae (/sa.Q.su/) while non-Japanese natives would segment it into two syllables (/sa.su/). Japanese natives can thus easily distinguish /sasu/ from /asu/ (“point”) because /asu/ has only two morae (/sa.su/). But this contrast can be problematic for non-Japanese natives because both words appear to have two syllables. Does variability during training help Dutch natives learn this kind of contrast?

Japanese geminates and singletons are not only perceptually but also acoustically distinct. Geminates are often associated with longer preceding vowels and longer consonant durations than their singleton counterparts [8]. Previous studies indicated that Japanese listeners perceive this distinction in a categorical manner as a function of the duration of the critical consonant [9].

Gemination occurs with different Japanese consonants: stops (e.g., /p/, /k/), affricates (e.g., /ts/) and fricatives (e.g., /s/, /ʃ/). A recent study has indicated that among these consonants, it is more difficult for non-Japanese natives to distinguish a fricative geminate /s/ followed by /u/ from its singleton counterpart (e.g., /assu/ vs. /asu/) than to distinguish other geminate-singleton contrasts involving stop consonants or consonants followed by /u/ [10]. Based on these findings, we decided to use the geminate-singleton contrast of /s/ followed by /u/ as learning material for Dutch native speakers. Dutch native speakers may well be sensitive to durational contrasts in speech signals because the Dutch vowel inventory includes long and short vowels [11]. However, Dutch does not contrast duration of consonants. Further, a recent study has indicated that Dutch natives (non-musicians) perform relatively poorly in identifying a Japanese consonant duration contrast [12].

We compared the effects of two types of training material on perceptual learning: a simple training set which included more repetitions of a limited number of words recorded by a single speaker and a variable training set which included fewer repetitions of a more variable set of words recorded by multiple speakers. The effect of these two training methods was evaluated on identification accuracy and degree of transfer of learning. Three identification tests with different materials and procedures were performed to this end: training, identification tests (pre- and post-training tests) and a transfer identification test.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty native Dutch speakers recruited from the participant pool of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics took part. They were randomly assigned to two groups: simple and variable.

2.2. Stimuli

Table 1 provides a list of naturally spoken Japanese words used for the three tests. The pre/post-training identification test
and the transfer identification test used minimal trios contrasting a singleton (CVC), a geminate (CVCCV), and a singleton with preceding long vowel (CV:CV), while the training used minimal pairs contrasting the singleton (CVCV) and the geminate (CVCCV). The pitch relationship between the first and the second CV was fixed to high-low. All recordings were first low-pass filtered at 5000 Hz; average sound levels were normalized to 70dB using Praat [13].

2.2.1. Identification test
The stimuli used for the pre- and post-training identification tests consisted of 11 minimal trios, which contrasted three word types (singleton, geminate, long vowel) with the fricative /s/. One trio did not include an initial C (i.e., VCV, VCCV, V-CV) and served as example categories during the learning task. Altering the first C created the other 10 trios (CVCV-CVCCV-CV:CV). A female Japanese native (F1) recorded the material.

2.2.2. Identification training
The set of stimuli used for the simple training condition was identical to that used for the identification test but without the long vowel condition. The pair without the first C spoken by F1 was used as example categories during the learning task for this condition. The following training task used two minimal pairs with a CVCV structure per day, which summed to 10 minimal pairs after five training sessions. We refer to this set as SF1 (simple F1). For the variable training condition, the pair without the first C (/asu/-/assu/) recorded by five speakers (3 females, 2 males) was presented as example categories during the learning task. For the training sessions, we created 40 word pairs with a CVCV structure by altering the first C and the last V. Five speakers recorded these pairs, which resulted in 200 pairs in total. We refer to these speakers as VF1, VF2, VF3, VM1, VM2, respectively. Forty minimal pairs (8 training pairs recorded by different speakers per day) were used per participant. We used three orders to present example pairs recorded by five different speakers (one speaker per session). The presentation of example minimal pairs was repeated six times. Each category was presented along with visual number per session. The presentation of example minimal pairs was repeated six times. Each category was presented along with visual number 1 or 2 with an ISI of 2000 ms. During the identification task, a CVCV word was presented per trial and participants pressed the key 1, 2 or 3 to indicate their categorical judgments. The inter-trial interval (ITI) was set to 1500 ms after the response key-press. The identification test had 90 trials and the transfer test had 450 trials.

2.3.2. Training
Each training session consisted of a learning task followed by an identification task with visual feedback on the correctness of responses. During the learning task, participants were presented with two example categories, /asu/-/assu/. The simple condition used the same example pair by F1 for all the five training sessions while the variable condition used example pairs recorded by five different speakers (one speaker per session). The presentation of example minimal pairs was repeated six times. Each category was presented along with visual number 1 or 2 with an ISI of 2000 ms. During the identification task, a CVCV word was presented per trial and participants pressed the key 1 or 2 to indicate their categorical judgments. Feedback on the correctness of response was provided as visual letters for 2000 ms after the response press. The ITI was set to 1500 ms. Each training session consisted of 5 blocks of 32 trials each.

3. Results
Responses with a reaction time longer than 3 standard deviations from the mean were identified as outliers. 2.1 % of the responses were thus discarded from the analyses.

Figure 1 shows the identification accuracy of the pre-test (before the first training) as well as of the five post-tests for the simple and variable groups. A t-test confirmed no significant difference between the groups’ correct response rates for the first pre-test (t(28) = -1.59, p = 0.124), indicating that the task performance of two groups was equivalent before the training. First, training effects on absolute correct response rate were examined using a two-way ANOVA with Training session (continuous variable) and Group (simple/variable) as independent variables and participants as random variable. There was a significant effect of Training session (F(1, 118) = 79.7, p < .0001) but no significant effect of Group (F(1,28)=1.37, p=.25) and no interaction (F(1,118)=0.13, p=.72). The relative improvement rate was then calculated by subtracting the correct response rate of the first pre-test from that of five post-tests. An analogous two-way ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>First C</th>
<th>Last V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>asu - assu</td>
<td>b, d, g, k, m, n, p, t, w, y</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>asu - assu</td>
<td>a, i, u, o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New c2</td>
<td>aku - akku</td>
<td>b, d, g, k, m, n, p, t, w, y</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New c2</td>
<td>asu - attsu</td>
<td>b, d, g, k, m, n, p, k, w, y</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New v2</td>
<td>esu - essu</td>
<td>b, d, g, k, m, n, p, t, w, y</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New speaker</td>
<td>asu - assu</td>
<td>b, d, g, k, m, n, p, t, w, y</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long sentence</td>
<td>asu - assu</td>
<td>a, i, u, o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of words used for the three tests.
indicated main effects of Training session (F(1, 118)=79.7, p<.0001) and Group (F(1,28)=10.6, p=.0030), without a significant interaction (F(1,118)=0.13, p=.72). This latter analysis indicates that both groups increased their response accuracy over the course of the five training sessions and that the participants in the variable condition showed significantly higher identification accuracy for all post-tests. However, even after the five training sessions Dutch participants did not reach the 85% accuracy level, which is well below native Japanese identification accuracy.

Figure 1: Correct response rate for pre- and post-tests. Error bars indicate standard errors.

3.1.1. Training

Responses with a reaction time longer than 3 standard deviations from the mean were identified as outliers. 1.9 % of the responses were thus discarded from the analyses.

Figure 2a shows the correct response rate for the first training sessions (treated as a continuous variable) for the four types of training materials. A two-way ANOVA with Block (continuous variable) and Training material (Simple F1, Variable F1, Variable F2, Variable F3) as independent variables and participants as random variables revealed a significant main effect of Training material (F(3,26)=9.0, p=.0003) with no significant main effect of Block (F(1,116)=0.8, p=.038) and no interaction (F(3,26)=1.3, p=.28). A multiple comparison confirmed that the correct response rate of SF1 was significantly lower than that of VF2 and VF3 (p<.05). The correct response rate of VF1 did not significantly differ from any of the other three conditions.

Figure 2: a) Correct response rate for 5 blocks of the first training session and b) correct response rate over the five sessions. Error bars indicate standard errors.

Figure 2b shows the correct response rate as a function of the five training sessions for two groups (simple and variable, respectively). A two-way ANOVA with Group (simple/variable) and Training Session (a continuous variable) as independent variables and participants as random variables indicated main effects of Group (F(1,28)=24.3, p<.0001) and Training Session (F(1,118)=14.5, p=.0002) without a significant interaction (F(1,118)=2.6, p=.11). The main effect of Training Session indicates that both groups improved their learning over the course of five training sessions. More importantly, the main effect of Group with significantly higher correct response rate for the variable group indicates that, despite the wider variability included in training materials, the variable group performed the task better.

3.1.2. Transfer test

Due to a technical error, the data of one participant from the variable group was lost for the transfer test and excluded from further analyses. A repeated measure ANOVA with Group (simple/variable) as between-subjects independent variable and Condition (5 conditions) as within-subjects independent variable indicated significant main effects of Group (F(1,27)=5.3, p=.029) and Condition (F(4,24)=18.5, p<.0001) without a significant interaction. As can be seen in Figure 3, the variable group responded more accurately to all transfer conditions. Post-hoc comparisons across the five conditions revealed that response accuracy in the sentence and new speaker conditions was significantly higher than in the other three conditions (p<.05).

Figure 3: Correct response rate in the five transfer conditions.

4. Discussion

In the current study, the effects of variability of training materials on auditory category learning were investigated. The simple group heard the stimuli of the identification test more often than the variable group during training while the variable group was exposed to a wider range of example words produced by multiple speakers. The variable group outperformed the simple group with regard to their response accuracy in all the post-tests as well as in the transfer test. This indicates that the high-variability training method [2-4,14] is also effective for learning of the Japanese geminate-singleton fricative contrast /s/ by Dutch natives. The benefit of the high-variability training method was already there in the first post-test results, indicating that the bulk of this effect took place during the first training session.

A crucial acoustic cue that distinguishes geminate-singleton consonants is duration, although other acoustical features such as loudness change also contribute to the distinction [15]. For example, the acoustic differences between geminate-singleton consonants are mainly manifested in
length of the preceding vowel and the critical consonant [8], various durational ratios such as closure to word duration [16] and closure to preceding mora duration or to following vowel [17]. It is known that learning of such Japanese durational contrasts is challenging for non-Japanese natives whose mother tongues do not require phonemic recognition based on duration, such as English and German [10,14,18]. However, recent studies with English and German natives reported that training improves perception of Japanese durational contrasts to some extent [4,14,18]. Unlike English, Dutch has phonemic vowel contrasts based (at least in part) on duration [11]. However, perceptual sensitivity to vowel duration seemed not to result in an immediate advantage when perceiving Japanese geminate-singleton consonants because response accuracy in the pre-test of our study was rather poor. This is in line with the previous finding that demonstrated limited generalization about a durational contrast by non-Japanese natives: English natives who were trained to perceive a Japanese vowel durational contrast did not significantly improve their perception of other Japanese durational contrasts, such as the geminate-singleton contrast [14]. If there is any advantage for Dutch natives, it may be in the learning rate and/or the transfer phase (but this cannot be detected in the current experiment).

The variable group in this study performed fairly well on the transfer test for all conditions. It is perhaps unsurprising that the variable group generalized their training to a new successive vowel (/e/) and to a new speaker (M3) because the variable materials varied these factors in a similar manner. What is more interesting is the relatively high performance accuracy on the two new consonants (/k/, /ts/). Because the critical consonant /s/ was kept constant during the experiment, being able to perform the task well on these new consonant conditions requires true generalization of learned knowledge, that is, knowledge that a consonantal distinction can be based on durational cues. It is also interesting that response accuracy was rather good for both groups in the sentence condition. The carrier sentence might have provided richer context information that could be used to improve task performance. Indeed, embedding target words in a sentence is reported to be more effective when learning durational categories [19,20,21].

Speaker F1 appeared to be the most difficult speaker among the six speakers (including M3). Figure 2a indicates that participants had a hard time performing the identification task in the first training session even with feedback. However, a control study confirmed that Japanese natives identified the geminate-singleton-long vowel contrast spoken by F1 fairly well without any training (N=10, 91%), confirming the validity of this material. Interestingly, variability in material might have been helpful here because accuracy for the VF1 condition did not differ significantly from that for the VF2 and VF3 conditions.

5. Conclusion
The current study demonstrated that perception of the Japanese geminate-singleton /s/ contrast is challenging for Dutch natives but that it is possible for them to improve with training. Furthermore, the pre- and post-training identification evaluations and the transfer test indicated clear benefits of the variable training. Variability during training thus seemed to help Dutch natives learn this non-native durational contrast.
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